
Books as Artworks
Artists who make or break books



Artist Books

Unlike an art book, catalog or monograph that tend to showcase artworks created in another 
medium, the term ‘artists’ books’ refers to publications that have been conceived as artworks in 
their own right. These ‘projects for the page’ are generally inexpensive, often produced in large or 
open editions, and are democratically available. The book is a medium that allows an artist's work 
to be accessible to a multitude of people in different locations at any given time.

While artists’ books can take many forms, there are a few elements that are common across the 
practice. Understanding a book as an artwork invites a reflection on the properties of the book form 
itself. Much like any act of reading, an artists’ book is a physical experience that allows a connection 
with the medium that – while social in its implications – is individual and personal. The artists’ book 
invites us to hold it and turn through its pages. Whether the contents are visually or linguistically 
based (often a mix of both), physically moving through an artwork implicates notions of sequence, 
repetition, juxtaposition, and duration. The interplay of text and images, as well as considerations of 
printing process and the design of the book, allows for many exciting possibilities within narrative, 
media, and meaning that are specific to the artists’ book alone.

Artists' books (or book arts or book objects) are works of art that utilize the form of the book. They 
are often published in small editions, though they are sometimes produced as one-of-a-kind 
objects. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Work_of_art


William Blake (1757-1827)

Artists have been involved in the production of books in Europe since the early medieval period (such as the Book of Kells and the 
Très Riches Heures du Duc de Berry), but most writers on the subject cite the English visionary artist and poet William Blake (1757–
1827) as the earliest direct

Books such as Songs of Innocence and of Experience were written, illustrated, printed, colored and bound by Blake and his wife 
Catherine, and the merging of handwritten texts and images created intensely vivid, hermetic works without any obvious 
precedents. These works would set the tone for later artists' books, connecting self-publishing and self-distribution with the 
integration of text, image and form. All of these factors have remained key concepts in artists' books up to the present day.

The first forerunner to contemporary artists' books is probably the British artist William Blake, who worked in the late 1700's and 
early 1800's. Blake was a poet, painter and printmaker. He wanted to integrate his visual and written work. While Blake produced
traditional format books, he was radical in his desire to integrate the text and visuals on each page. He developed a new printing 
method that allowed for this integration. What is especially notable about Blake is his role as a predecessor of the sentiments 
expressed by book artists of the 1960's. Blake was "seeking a means of bringing the production of illustrated texts under his own 
control so that he could become his own publisher, independent of commercial publishers and letterpress printers." This 
independence is key to the creation of an artist's book.

William Blake’s etching process

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=96LUAaaPqRc

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_RAhjaAGjTw

William Blake bio

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q2_VxFQtiiY

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4IH-6R0XaGc (short)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Book_of_Kells
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tr%C3%A8s_Riches_Heures_du_Duc_de_Berry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Blake
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Songs_of_Innocence_and_of_Experience
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catherine_Blake_(wife_of_William_Blake)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-publishing
https://guides.library.yale.edu/c.php?g=295819&p=1972527#one
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=96LUAaaPqRc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_RAhjaAGjTw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q2_VxFQtiiY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4IH-6R0XaGc


















Filippo Tommaso Marinetti (1876-1944)
Filippo Tommaso Emilio Marinetti was an Italian poet, editor, art theorist, and founder of the 

Futurist movement. He was associated with the utopian and Symbolist artistic and literary 

community Abbaye de Créteil between 1907 and 1908. Marinetti is best known as the author of 

the first Futurist Manifesto, which was written and published in 1909. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5NzgSJCZ7g4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YFPIP9NxU30 (futurism—use this)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NZHpmJvU7sM (futurism)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Futurism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Utopian
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Symbolism_(art)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abbaye_de_Cr%C3%A9teil
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Futurist_Manifesto
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5NzgSJCZ7g4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YFPIP9NxU30
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Dieter Roth (1930-1998)

Dieter Roth was a Swiss artist best known for his artist's 
books, editioned prints, sculptures, and works made of 
found materials, including rotting food stuffs.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_XVe5hd81IU&t=10
2s (16 minutes)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artist%27s_book
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Printmaking
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sculpture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Found_object
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_XVe5hd81IU&t=102s








Contemporary Book Artists

Artists Books can be flat, sculptural, interactive, personal, public, narrative, 
abstract, linear, disjointed, printed, painted, and/or scratched. They can be elegant 
calligraphy on translucent handmade paper, or they can be made of trash. They can 
be large installations or private tiny journeys. In the words of Suze Woolf, one of 
the artists in this show, the Artist Book “…is a vessel for messages…”

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eC4fLk-XeeI (off the book PBS)

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KOQi_xo6Aug&t=19s (MIT)

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bvIBPKtuw6Y (Africa)

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6AQExETrsc (artist book collection Linda 
Lear CT College)

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zS1ocg2SoCU

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lw2Kjfztsaw (Frost art museum)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eC4fLk-XeeI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KOQi_xo6Aug&t=19s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bvIBPKtuw6Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6AQExETrsc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zS1ocg2SoCU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lw2Kjfztsaw
















C.B. Sherlock

Minneapolis book artist C.B. Sherlock discusses how an artists’ book 
uses tactile, visual, and text elements to extend the meaning of written 
works.

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5SdXLKdp2cE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5SdXLKdp2cE






Kerry McAleer-Keeler

I'm an artist who wishes to tell you a visual story













Matthew Reinhart

Matthew Christian Reinhart is an 
American writer and illustrator of 
children's pop-up books and picture 
books. His most recent books 
include Frozen: a Pop-up Adventure 
and Lego Pop-up: A Journey to the 
Lego Universe

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qIV4sEyK8Jw (pop-up book 
artist)

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=O6JFYMJMQZ0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qIV4sEyK8Jw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O6JFYMJMQZ0








Felicia Rice

Felicia Rice (born 1954) is an American book artist, 
typographer, letterpress printer, fine art publisher, and 
educator. She lectures and exhibits internationally, and her 
books can be found in collections from Special Collections, Cecil 
H. Green Library (Stanford University) to the Whitney Museum 
of American Art (New York) to the Bodleian Library (University 
of Oxford). Work from the Press is included in exhibitions and 
collections both nationally and internationally, and has been 
the recipient of numerous awards and grants. 

• https://www.craftinamerica.org/short/book-artist-felicia-rice

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Letterpress_printing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cecil_H._Green_Library
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Whitney_Museum_of_American_Art
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bodleian_Library
https://www.craftinamerica.org/short/book-artist-felicia-rice






M. L. Van Nice

In 2005, Van Nice created an installation for NMWA of an imaginary library, The Library 
at Wadi ben Dagh, in praise of the masterpieces of world literature, allowing viewers to 
experienced Shakespeare, Baudelaire, Proust, Lewis Carroll, and James Joyce, as three-
dimensional book-sculptures. Van Nice’s art represents scholarship combined with a 
whimsical and unbound imagination.

Swiss Army Book was inspired by the Swiss army knife, “a tool so ludicrously elaborate, as 
to include toothpicks, saws, bottle openers, etc.,” muses artist M. L. Van Nice. She 
constructed a number of tiny folios growing out of the main body of the book to articulate 
the idea that knowledge derives from previously accumulated wisdom. Through the display 
of partly burned pages, the artist demonstrates the fragility and vulnerability of books. Van 
Nice believes that writing is a never-ending process. To facilitate a rewriting of Swiss Army 
Book, she provides a handcrafted typewriter and an actual pen nib.

The text in this unique artist’s book is rendered in Van Nice’s meticulous calligraphy of 
illegible signs. The structure and symbolism of Swiss Army Book challenge the viewer on 
both visceral and intellectual levels.











Type Writer Art

• https://mymodernmet.com/james-cook-typewriter-art/

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kyK5WvpFxqo

https://mymodernmet.com/james-cook-typewriter-art/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kyK5WvpFxqo


Julie Chen

Chen has achieved prominence by creating conceptually sophisticated works that combine 
traditional techniques, such as letterpress printing and hand bookbinding, with more modern 
technologies such as photopolymer plates and laser cutting.[3][4] She is known for pushing the 
structural boundaries of the artist's book with a range of architectural and sculptural approaches.[1]

At the same time, her work is praised for its high standard of production and emphasis on the 
artist's book as a tactile experience.[5][6][7] Victoria Steele, the former Brooke Russell Astor Director 
of Collection Strategy for New York Public Library, remarked that the "physical form" of Chen's work 
"reinforces the concept and text." Chen investigates the "complex experience" of book arts through 
her work as an artist and educator.[8]

During her time as a student at Mills College, Chen founded Flying Fish Press, publishing limited-
edition artists' books. Chen typically works independently but has also produced books 
collaboratively with fiber artist Nance O'Banion and book artists Barbara Tetenbaum and Clifton 
Meador.

• https://www.craftinamerica.org/artist/julie-chen

• https://www.craftinamerica.org/short/book-artist-julie-chen-on-her-process

• https://flyingfishpress.com/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julie_Chen_(book_artist)#cite_note-ffp-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julie_Chen_(book_artist)#cite_note-vieth-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julie_Chen_(book_artist)#cite_note-NMWA-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julie_Chen_(book_artist)#cite_note-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julie_Chen_(book_artist)#cite_note-cia2-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julie_Chen_(book_artist)#cite_note-cia-7
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_Public_Library
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julie_Chen_(book_artist)#cite_note-:0-8
https://www.craftinamerica.org/artist/julie-chen
https://www.craftinamerica.org/short/book-artist-julie-chen-on-her-process
https://flyingfishpress.com/




















Shirley Sharoff

The artist's books of Shirley Sharoff cover three entirely different 
subjects: the creation of the universe, the great wall of China and the 
exploration of language and image of the procession. Her method, 
however, remains the same: to find the idea which is at the heart of the 
text and express it visually in an overall conception of box, typography 
and "illustration". The "big bang" in OVI, the unfolding Great Wall and 
the graphic entrance into Procession are
all examples of her vision.

• https://books-on-books.com/category/book-art-book-arts/book-
art/structures/page/2/

https://books-on-books.com/category/book-art-book-arts/book-art/structures/page/2/














Helen Douglas

• http://weproductions.com/handprinted.html

• https://books-on-books.com/tag/helen-douglas/

http://weproductions.com/handprinted.html
https://books-on-books.com/tag/helen-douglas/


Assignment Suggestions…

• https://books-on-books.com/2018/09/24/bookmarking-book-art-
hedi-kyles-the-art-of-the-fold-how-to-make-innovative-books-and-
paper-structures/ (the art of the fold—how to book)

• Create a continuous artwork on a scroll or an accordion fold. It can be 
single or double-sided. It can incorporate text (a poem or quote, 
perhaps), but doesn’t need to. Think about the container or cover for 
your work. 

• Modify an existing book (for example, an old text book or dictionary)

• Create a pop-up or fold-out piece.

https://books-on-books.com/2018/09/24/bookmarking-book-art-hedi-kyles-the-art-of-the-fold-how-to-make-innovative-books-and-paper-structures/

